All My Books

A historical reference list of the revenue stamps of the
United States including the private die proprietary stamps.

1989 Third Edition

Postmark identification, Rarity ratings, Town Postmark
indentification, Manuscript Town Postmark Identification for
the Islands and towns of Hawaii. First Edition 2016

This book is a complete revision of an earlier book. It is an
attempt to catalogue all known cancellations and postal
markings used in these islands during the period of U.S
administration or occupation.

Part 1 Third Edition
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3rd Edition

Vol. VII St. Helena - Switzerland 3rd Edition reprint

Guidebook to the world of stamp collecting: Deciding what
to collect; how to find, soak and mount stamps;
comprehensive glossary and stamp identifier and much
more for the new and experienced collector
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It is a 520-page, full color, specialized listing for Imperial
issues of 1878 through the Republic issues of 1949.
Originally built upon Ma, it goes much further with
thousands of specialized listings of varieties and previously
unlisted stamps. Historical and explanatory text has been
added to tell "who, what, when, where, and why"
information. Rate tables are included to give meaning to the
changing face values due to inflation. The Preface includes
an explanation of the presentation to guide in the use of the
catalog. It includes a Glossary of terms and abbreviations
used and tables showing the relevant Chinese characters.
The Appendix includes a new Overprint and Surcharge
Identification Guide, an extensive Bibliography of other
publications cited, and a Cross-Reference to additional
material in Chiu's Supplement . It also has a section on
Non-Stamps with listings of the Imperial and Republic
Official Postal Seals and Postal Savings stamps. Imperial
issues include the Large and Small Dragons, the Empress
Dowager Commemoratives, the Small and Large Figure
Surcharges, the Red Revenue Surcharges, the
Lithographed Imperial Chinese Post, and the Chinese
Imperial Post. Included are sections on Early Republic
Issues, Wartime Issues, and the Inflationary Period Issues
(Chinese National Currency issues, Gold Yuan issues, and
Silver Yuan issues). Special Purpose issues include
Airmails, Domestic Express and Registered Mail stamps,
Postage Dues, Parcel Post stamps, Military Post stamps
and Stamp Booklets. Province issues include Kirin &
Heilungkiang, Kwangsi and Kweichow, Northeastern
Provinces, Sinkiang, Szechwan, Taiwan, Tibet, and
Yunnan. The Japanese Occupation section includes maps,
historical information and much introductory material. It
includes all of the occupation issues and overprints, and the
stamps of Manchukuo. It has a new section on the Official
Postal Seals of Manchukuo. For membership information
see www.ChinaStampSociety.org
Pamphlet put out by the National Tuberculosis Association
in 1937

Imporforate stamps 1847-1856
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This catalogue is the standard reference for booklet panes,
unexploded booklets, self-stick sheetlets, and unfolded
panes. Both the listings and the values cover all varieties
from the first issues of 1900 to the latest releases. 300+
photos.

Published with the purpose of consolidating all known,
proven and relevent facts about the postage stamps of the
Danish West Indies.

In its most precise definition, a " dead country" is a place
that once issued postage stamps but no longer does.
Harding has used this definition as a basis for a fascinating
investigation of world history. Collected in Dead Countries
of the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries is a telling
portrait of global change.
The book is organized as a series of entries for each dead
country, arranged alphabetically under fifteen broad
geographical headings. These short entries provide
wonderfully detailed summaries of the history of the dead
countries that fill in gaps and expose the hidden histories of
many geographic locations throughout the world. The
entries not only detail the creation and makeup of the dead
country, but most importantly, describe the significant
historical factors that caused its disappearance. Countries
that have fractured politically or been absorbed into larger
conglomerations are also included as dead countries.
Each entry begins with a literary epigraph that offers a
fresh way of thinking about the area in question. Also
included is essential reference information such as area (in
both square miles and square kilometers), capital city,
estimated population, and an illustration of the region's
postage stamp that provides a visual reference of the
culture. Included at the end of each entry is a list of
references that contain additional sources of information.
1995 Second Edition
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The Encyclopedia of United States Stamps and Stamp
Collecting, introduces the collector to the full scope of
United States stamps and stamp collecting. Beginning with
an introduction to; stampless covers; (letters mailed before
the introduction of postage stamps), it then introduces the
many stamps issued from their inception with the 1845
Postmasters' Provisionals through the stamps of the early
21st century. Other chapters deal with the host of stamps
known to collectors as; back-of-the-book; issues, including
stamps issued for air mail, special delivery, U.S.
possessions, revenue purposes, and postal stationery. The
history of the Postal Service and the various stamp printers,
including the Bureau of Engraving and Printing is explored.
A section of the Encyclopedia highlights the technological
innovations of stamp production, the history of the
movement of the mails, markings applied to envelopes, and
meters and machine generated postage. While a book
about U.S. stamps and stamp collecting, in a larger sense it
is a history of American politics, culture, values and
technology seen through the prism of the nation's postage
stamps and postal service.
Each of the sixty-two chapters employs a similar format,
wherein an introductory article is followed by practical tips
on collecting; an almanac of chronological dates to orient
the reader within each historical era; a selection of quotes,
both contemporaneous and modern, to provide context;
examples of postal usage; and a compilation of references
to which the reader can turn for more information.
While the Encyclopedia will be welcomed by many
advanced stamp collectors, it was written with the beginning
collector in mind. It assumes no prior experience with
collecting, and includes a comprehensive glossary of
philatelic terms. The full color, hard-bound, 730 page book
is generously illustrated with stamps, covers and related
material.
Flag Cancel Encyclopedia by Frederick Langford. Third,
Completely Revised Edition. A classifying research work
compiled from original sources, including official records no
longer existing. Published by Frederick Langford, 1976. HB,
117pp, b/w illust. Excellent condition.

An easy to use reference work to help collectors recognize
forgeries of common, low-to-medium-prices stamps, written
by the world's reigning expert on forged stamps. The book
uses a simple format to hlep you determine at a glance,
which stamps are genuine and which are forgeries. Each
forgery is illustrated and discussed side by side with a
genuine copy.
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A Philatelic and Postal History Handbook of Germany and
her Colonies, from 1872 - 1900.

Book by Cahill, Emmett

a reprint from 1886

Offers more than 1,000 sources for further research on
stamp collecting terms. R. Scott Carlton's exclusive pictorial
guides you to additional information in the main body.
Complete footnotes, references, and English translations.

The book is directed to the collector who has just become
fascinated with revenue stamps or to the collector looking
for something else to collect. The book is divided into four
parts: 19th-century U.S. revenues; beyond the first three
issues and through the 20th-century; private die proprietary
stamps; and other back-of-the-book areas and non-Scott
listed revenues. It includes sewing-machine perforations,
playing cards revenues, medicine stamps used for
advertising, lock seals, telegraph stamps, savings stamps,
motor vehicle stamps.
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Out of print. Descriptive and illustrative manual on plate
number coils

Froer Each Stamp stamp fact tell you who designed it, who
engraved it and who printed it, how the plate was laid out,
what plate numbers were used and how many copies were
put into distribution.

6th edition

Copyright 1988 includes Prices for
Duck FDC's, Express Mail FDC's, Duck mint Stamps, Duck
Artist signed Stamps and Souvenir Duck Cards
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Continues where the best-selling Who's Who on U.S.
Stamps left off. Features capsule biographies of all those
individuals honored -- but not pictured -- on U.S. stamps.
This sequel also includes biographies of people not
included in the first book. Serves as an entertaining
reference work not only for stamp collectors but also for
students and casual readers.

A detailed study of Companies carrying Mail in Oregon from
1855-1870

A checklist and scarcity index for doane cancel use in
Oregon, Washington and Idaho. 1985

The most comprehensive reference work on the men who
faked stamps and the stamps they faked.
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This lavishly illustrated 174-page book tells you what makes
a simple postage stamp a philatelic gem. Learn why these
gems are rare, their current value, and how they are waiting
to be discovered.

History of "Postage Stamps of Revolutions" many of which
are considered to be "Cinderellas."

1979

1997
U.S. Waterway postmarks, agent and RPO Operations by
Contract, Catalog Route number listing, Combination
Railroad and waterway postmarks, etc.
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1986

Description of post offices in the counties. Gives historical
references alsong with illustrations and openings, closings
including postmasters, etc....

1981

Thurston County Washington Post Offices

Comes in Two Binders

1981 Edition Plate Making and Printing of stamps
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The 23,000 value changes recorded in Volume 4 are
spread across a variety of countries. A thorough review of
the listings in Korea resulted in more than 6,000 value
changes. More than 1,200 were recorded for North Korea
with increases of 20 percent or more for the earlier issues.
Other countries with a large number of changes include
Mali (1,635), Niger (1,586), Malagasy Republic (1,132),
Mauritania (1,002), Mauritius (983), Jordan (648) and
Lithuania (528).
The 30,000 value changes recorded in Volume 1 are
spread among a number of countries including the United
States, Argentina, Australia and Australian States, Brazil,
Bulgaria and French Andorra. More than 4,200 value
changes were made in the United States, U.S. possessions
and United Nations sections. Startling increases can be
found for many rare stamp varieties that are lettered
minors. Activity was heavy for several South American
countries. In Argentina, 4,221 value changes were
recorded, with most appearing in the postage section. More
than 4,000 value changes were recorded in Brazil. The very
first set, Scott 1-3 increased substantially. In fact almost all
the sets and singles have a change in either the unused or
used column.
The 2011 edition of the Scott Standard Postage Stamp
Catalogue Volume 2 includes countries of the world C-F.
Value activity was robust with more than 30,000 changes.
Leading the way was the People's Republic of China with
more 7,000 changes. Other countries showing a high
number of value changes are Colombia (3,101), French
Offices Abroad (2,263), Canada (2,120), Chile (1,496) and
Ethiopia (1,003). In the People s Republic of China, early
issues show generally modest increases in value. The
startling increases appear in the late 1950s and early 1960s
and the Cultural Revolution era.
Thousands of value changes were recorded in Volume 3 of
the 2011 Scott Standard Postage Stamp Catalogue, which
includes listings and values for Countries of the World G-I.
Ireland is the country with most value changes recorded
with more than 3,600. Value increases in the stamps of
Ireland are spread throughout the listings, and some are
significant. The 1922 Provisional Government 2sh6p-10sh
high-value overprints, Scott 36-38, show definite upward
strength. Scott 36 moves to $325 unused, $550 mint never
hinged and $450 used for 2011, from $200 unused, $400
mint never hinged and $325 used in last year s Volume 3.
Other countries with significant changes include Ghana,
Gibraltar, Greece, Grenada, Hungary, India, Iran and Iraq.
Editorial enhancements include the addition of new lettered
minor varieties in 21 countries and the appearance of
several new major numbers for Guadeloupe and the
Feudatory States of India.
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Paraguay, New Caledonia, Oman, the Philippines, Qatar
and El Salvador are just a few of the hundreds of countries
with notable value activity recorded in Volume 5, which now
includes listings for countries of the world N-Samoa. In
Paraguay more than 3,200 changes were recorded. Limited
supply for many of the issues pushed values up for stamps
beginning in 1880s and continuing to the early 1960s. In
New Caledonia significant increases can be found starting
with the very first issue and running through stamps issued
through the 1960s.
Almost 15,000 value changes were recorded in Volume 6,
which now includes listings and values for Countries of the
World San Marino through Z. The country with most value
changes is Venezuela, with more than 4,100 changes.
More than 1,700 value changes were recorded for Turkey,
many of them concentrated in the 1950s and later issues.
Other countries with significant changes include; Togo,
South Africa, Sierra Leone, Spanish Guinea, Spanish
Morocco and Uganda.
There are more than 8,000 value changes in the 2011
edition of the Scott U.S. Specialized Catalogue.
Overshadowing the value changes this year are the addition
of three new sections in the catalogue. The three new
sections are Scott Stamp Values, U.S. Registry Exchange
Labels of 1883-1911 and U.S. Stamps Used in the
Confederacy. Many collectors no doubt are familiar with the
Scott publication Scott Stamp Values: U.S. Specialized by
Grade. Previously, this information was provided in a
separate 50-page booklet. This information has now been
incorporated into the Specialized bringing all Scott valuing
information for the United States stamps into one volume.
This new catalogue section lists values of the more
expensive U.S. stamps in eight different grades, from Very
Good to Superb. The addition of this new section adds
more than 30,00 additional value points to the volume.
The 2014 edition of the Scott Specialized Catalogue of
United States Stamps and Covers features more the 7,700
value changes and a host of important editorial
enhancements. One of the most important additions is the
new symbol incorporated in the listings that identifies
modern U.S. self-adhesive stamps that are difficult to soak.
Several new listing have been added, including expanded
on-cover values for the Presidential definitive series and the
1954-73 Liberty definitive series. A handful of new error
listings also appear including the color-omitted Jim Thorpe
issue, Scott 2089a. Numerous enhancements also have
been made in many of the back-of-the-book sections.
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1929 Scott Stamp and Coin publication. A fun look back
into stamp collecting.

For those who have inherited a stamp collection, want to
start a collection, also for an advanced collector, beginning
stamp dealer, advanced stamp dealer or wish to know if
they have a one million dollar stamp in their collection.

Newly revised and updated. The essential guide to profit in
stamp investing. Veteran dealer Stephen R. Datz draws
upon decades of experience in the stamp trade to render a
concise, insightful, and thoroughly readable guide to what
works and what doesn't work in stamp investing. Includes:
economics of the stamp market; basic strategies and
tactics; speculative strategies; spotting profit opportunities;
utilizing statistical tools; how and when to buy right-and sell
right; the ins and outs of grading; stamp investment myths;
Wall Street and stamps; scams and rip-offs; fakes and
forgeries; and much more. If you enjoy stamps, there's no
reason why you shouldn't profit from them, too.
New Revised Edition - Standard Handbook of Stamp
Collecting - The Most Complete Book in the Field.
Highlights: Forming a Collection, Postal History and Cover
Collecting, Classification and Identification. Written by
Richard McP. Cabeen, Published by Thomas Y. Crowell 1979. ISBN: 0-690-01773-1. HB w/intact DJ, 630pp., illust.
Very Good Condition.

Russia 6th edition
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1977

2010 First edition- The Wreck and Crash Mail Society
publication

56th edition 1974

Third Edition

Originally published in 1902, this edition is a reproduction.

A comprehensive atlas of the world's stamps, illustrating
over 480 stamps issued throughout the world, enabling
collectors to place any stamp within its geographic, historic
and philatelic context. Illustrated in full-color.
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The first comprehensive volume ever devoted to the
1861-67 series, is an important landmark in the literature of
classic U.S. stamps. Although the book concentrates on the
lowest denomination of the 1861 series, the 1-Cent stamp
is found in combination with all other values and was used
in every conceivable postal application. This opens the text
to a discussion of the complete range of philatelic lore for
mid-century America, and results in an encyclopedic
introduction to virtually all aspects of the postal history of
the 1860s.
A fascinating history of collecting, visual directory of
stamps, and guidance on acquiring your own.

Book by Lidman, David

A detailed and Extensive Study on the work of Raoul de
Thuin. A must read for any advanced Collector of World
Stamps.

1954
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The Second Edition 2007.

This book covers the definitive and airmail booklets and
booklet panes issued by the United States from 1900 to
1978. The author has attempted to create the most
comprehensive educational text, reference source and
checklist for U.S. Booklet and Booklet pane collectors
regardless of the collecting level of the reader

This second volume concerned with U.S. postal rates is
also meant to be an exhaustive encyclopedia of U.S.
international rates and fees. It is meant to list every type of
postal service available within the US from 1872 to 1996

6th edition 1976

A major new reference in the field of early 20th Century
postal history. Just imagine, through cooperation we
collectors have managed to reconstruct the distribution of
an estimated 75% of all Doane cancels across the US.
In the absence of government postmark proof books such
as those available in Canada and Great Britain, this is a
major step toward recreating the pattern of postmark use in
early 20th C US.
This 2nd Edition represents a monumental contribution to
our knowledge and illustrates what can be done in our
hobby when a fairly small group of people put their heads
together.
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Introduction to steamship letters. More specifically, these
are loose letters carried into US ports by contract
steamships coming from the West Indies, Central and
South America during a period beginning in 1849 and
extending into the UPU period

Part 1 Domestic Postal Service Including International
Money Order Business.

1998 2nd edition, A first attempt to publish a complete list
of all U.S. post offices which have ever operated in the
United States. This is the West edition

1998- a first attempt to publish a complete listing of all U.S.
post offices which have ever operated in the nation.

2001- a first attempt tp publish a complete listing of all the
U.S. post offices which have ever operated. This is the
Northeast edition.

1999
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An attempt to publish a complete listing of the post offices
which operated in The Ohio Valley: Indiana, Ohio &
Kentucky

The book is an introduction to many different U.S. postal
history topics. It consists of 15 chapters based on
approximately 60 Linn's columns created by Graham
between 1982 and 1991. Corrections and updates
published in subsequent Linn's columns have been
incorporated into the text where appropriate. Some of the
topics covered include train wreck covers, fancy cancels
APO markings, campaign covers, flag cancels, Intelex
markings, Dead Letter Office markings, early railroad
markings, factured first-day covers, free franks, advertising
covers and Navy ship post office markings.
United States ships of the Transatlantic routes

Short detailed history of the various shipping lines involved
in The Caribbean routes to the Panama Canal Zone; the
South American east and west coast routes and the
Trans-Pacific routes to the Far East

Since its publication in 1997, Griffith's United States
Stamps 1922-26 has become the definitive reference work
on these issues. Not only does it cover the stamps and their
production, but the poltical background that led to the
stamps' issue.
Illustrated with 135 black-and-white photographs in addition
to the stamp illustrations.
A continuing volume, United States Stamps 1927-32,
published by Linn's in 2001, completes the study of all the
stamps issued during the administrations of presidents
Harding, Coolidge, and Hoover.
Both volumes are frequently cited by scholars, expertizers
and leading auction firms, and are a must for any serious
philatelic library.
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Continuing Griffith's previous volume, United States Stamps
1922-26, this book treats the remainder of the stamps
published during the administrations of presidents Harding,
Coolidge, and Hoover.
Since their publication, the Griffith books have become the
definitive study of the stamps of this period, and treat the
political reasons for their issue as well as the stamp
production and varieties.
Airmail collectors will also find interest in the
historical treatment of the trans-continental route, contract
air mail, and the Lindbergh flight and subsequent
developments in transporting mail.
A must for any serious philatelic library.
United Stated Telegraph Stamps and Franks by George
Jay Kramer. Published by The Collectors Club of New York,
1992. HB w/intact DJ, 190pp, b/w illust. Never Used

Telephone Philatelic Catalog and Price Guide 1st edition
2017. Plus Covers,Perfins,Postcards and more.

1977

An inde[th look at the 1908-21 series, sheets,coils booklet
panes, imperforates, overprints and counterfeits. 1977
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Contains capsule biographies of every person portrayed on
a U.S. stamp between 1847 and 1990. Some of the more
than 400 alphabetically arranged biographies are so
obscure that even encyclopedias fail to mention them. Each
biography is illustrated with the appropriate stamp in this
reference book.

1993

1973 edition
Line Illustrations, Plates
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